
Chaos:  Promises Promises

B
The city of Excelsis lies in ruin. Between the terrified humans that used to call this cesspool
home, and the rampaging forces of destruction, it has become a prime target for many chaos
warbands, like yours, to come and make a name for yourself. After slaying some aelves over a
cask of wine, your warband stumbles out of the building and finds themselves approached by a
familiar, albeit unpleasant figure.

Quest B: A Foul Proposition
The illustrious Higglespork Foestabber has called you into his o�ce. The dark alley still smells
of sewer and unspeakable things, but that might just be Higglespork. "Yes-yes my friends. I
have a story for you, yes-yes. I have found-located the humie-meats food supply. My brave
assasins did not bring it back, however, and are very-muchly dead-killed. Go get those
supplies and old Higglespork will give you a valuable piece of treasure," he says, while holding
a strangely glowing item, which bleeds its eerie green light all over the alleyway.

Play Mission 1

Hidden Agenda -  Mine Mine Yes Yes

You complete this Hidden Agenda if at least one of your models has a treasure token at the
end of the game.

Quest B Outcome
The battle was over and the enemy warband had left or died. The supplies were yours. As you
sort through them to see what they were, it seemed like some pretty ordinary supplies. Some
food, some Aqua Ghyranis, some other random tools. None of it was interesting to you or your
warband, and all of it looked heavy. As you and your warband are drawing lots as to who has to
carry what, a dying groan comes from a member of the enemy warband. You vault over to him
and ensure the job is finished. The enemy’s hand unfurls to reveal a map of the town, not far
from here, where they were apparently heading next. According to the strange notes you find,
the next place they were headed was a weapons cache. Your warband seems split down the
middle as to what to do next.

Choose one of the paths below:

Return to Higglesport (B1) Retrieve the weapons cache (B2)
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B1
Quest B1 - Of Sacrifice and Skaven
Your warband grumbles that they have to drag such heavy boxes, but you think Higglespork
might be much worse if crossed. Besides, that enemy warband wasn’t going anywhere. Best to
not make enemies in this carcass of a city. Upon returning to Higglespork, you notice
something is firing behind his eyes. He looks….di�erent, though his smell is extra foul. "I have
found a great treasure inside of a den-lair of evil-cursed beasts. Bring back to Higglespork and
you will be rewarded greatly!" He attempts to hand you a map, on what looks to be brown
cloth. Best to let an underling take it. You stand unworried. What beasts could pose a threat to
your mighty warband?  Upon arrival you have found that there seems to be someone else
pestering these creatures.

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - A Thorough Search

You complete this Hidden Agenda at the end of a battle round if you have one or more
fighters wholly within each quarter of the battlefield. 

Quest B1 Outcome

Reward: Command Trait - A Nose for Trouble: Subtract 1 (to a minimum of 1) from the damage
points allocated to this fighter by each hit and critical hit from attack actions made by enemy
fighters.

So those monsters didn’t seem scary by themselves, however, coupled with the enemy
warband... the battle was thankfully over. The boxes of green-glowing trinkets seemed to be
intact, but what they were or how they worked was a bit out of your depth. Some of your
warband is questioning why you are doing missions for Higglespork, after all, he isn't in
charge here. It is no surprise when one of your warband recommends sacrificing the find to the
Dark Gods, however, you are unsure about it, as you told Higglespork you would return with
the items. The battle left plenty of blood and bodies to make the sacrifice if you choose, and it
would definitely improve morale. On that same note, Higglespork would be a fierce enemy.

Choose one of the paths below:

Sacrifice the trinkets (B1.1) Return to Higglespork (B1.2)
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B1.1
Quest B1.1 - A Pyre to Be Burned
You know the writing on the wall when you see it. This weakness, real or not, will not long be
tolerated by the rest of the warband. You pile the trinkets and ignite them, watching the
multicolored smoke rise to the sky. Within minutes you feel the eyes of the Dark Gods upon
you.  Strength wells up in your body and as you look around, you notice your warband feels the
same.  Glowing energy flows around and through your comrades. As it does, you know the Dark
Gods have guided you down this path. As the energy stops swirling around you, you notice
another warband has come to investigate the lights. The Dark Gods call for their leader's skull. 
You will not fail, or you will lose their favor.

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - First Strike

You complete this Hidden Agenda immediately if you seize the initiative by adding one or
more wild dice to your number of singles. 

Quest B1.1 Outcome
The blood soaking your hands all the way up to your shoulders speaks volumes of the battle. 
You know that what has occurred here today is nothing short of a blessing from the Dark Gods. 
Your warband stands with you as a reformed group of mighty warriors, all. The eyes of the
Dark Gods are upon you and you will not disappoint them. You use the skull of a fallen warrior
as a trophy and raise it to the sky. A black bolt of energy courses into the skull and you know
that they will be watching you as you rise in power. FOR THE DARK GODS!!!

Claim the Imbued Skull Artifact!
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B1.2
Quest B1.2 - Closepins and Higglespork
The return to Higglespork is a long one. Your warband complains about how the menial labor
would best be done by slaves, but after a few death glares they seem to understand their role in
the warband. Higglespork seems surprised at your return, "Why happy-glad I am to see you!
Yes-yes I expected that wouldn't be a challenge for such great warriors" he says sneeringly. "I
have an old rival-enemy, very nasty-strong. Higglespork DOES NOT owe him reward-artifact
at all. Kill him and whatever he has is yours. He is weak-silly. You kill-murder easily." You
have your suspicions, but decide to follow through anyway.

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Hold the Center

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if one or more friendly fighters are
within 6” horizontally of the center of the battlefield and you are not outnumbered by enemy
fighters within 6” horizontally of the center.

Quest B1.2 Outcome
The battle is done and you are about to claim the head of the fallen warrior to return to
Higglespork.  The leader begs and pleads, but as we know, Higglespork needs his head, so o� it
goes. At least the trek home isn’t carrying green rocks or garden implements. What
Higglespork does with this stu�, nobody knows, but the skull? Well at least that makes sense.
Higglespork startles at your approach, “I didn’t think I’d see-smell you again! So soon-fast,
Higglespork is not ready yet. Perhaps you take this reward-gift and leave Higglespork the
skull?” Of course, the transaction goes smoothly. As your warband walks away, you turn and
see green energy pouring from the stone Higglespork is holding and course through the skull.
The skull seems conscious for but a second, before it appears as if it sni�s. As soon as the
action is done it moves its mouth as though it is screaming. You almost feel bad for the skull,
which will likely spend the rest of its days in the company of that foul rat. With a blink
Higglespork has disappeared and you are left to more closely inspect the item he gave you,
though its green glow is a little worrisome….

Claim the Definitely-Not-Warpstone Trinket Legendary Artifact!
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B2
Quest B2 - Cache or Credit
You arrive at the location of the weapons cache. Higglespork is a Skaven, he should expect a
little betrayal anway. With the new weapons you’ll have, he won’t dare cross you anyway.
Further-more, he never said there would be heavy lifting involved! Seems more like the
mundane work of slaves and Sigmar’s lapdogs. Hardly befitting of a warband of your ability
and renown. As you approach the position on the map, you hear the noises of a large group of
beasts. Another warband seems to be in control of the crates full of weapons. Good, you didn’t
want it easy anyway. Show the Dark Gods what you’re made of!

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Purge

Secretly note down one of the quarters of the battlefield: north-east, north-west,
south-east, or south-west. At the end of the fourth battle round, you complete this Hidden

Agenda if you have more friendly fighters in that quarter than enemy fighters.

Quest B2 Outcome
Reward: Command Trait - Brute: Add 5 to the Wounds characteristic of this fighter. 
The monsters lie dead or have run o�, same as the enemy warband. The first crate you kick
open is full of strange and beautiful weapons. It looks as though they cleared-out an artifact
stash or armory. Weapons of all sizes, shapes, and quality. You pluck out an axe that seems to
catch your eye. The rest of your warband moves to loot the weapons too. You are transfixed by
your new weapon, so-much-so that you leave your regular weapon propped against a doorway.
As you step out into the plaza, you hear something scuttle and your weapon is gone. You
furiously drop the axe and run where you heard the last skittering from. You turn just-in-time
to see boots and feet diverging in all sorts of directions. You hear something behind you and
lash out with your fist. You catch whatever-it-was hard enough to launch it o� the ground.
There’s a satisfying snap of bone breaking and something clatters to the ground. Something
nearby explodes as smoke fills the plaza. You feel around where you heard the clattering. It’s
your original sword! Fantastic, at least that was returned. As the smoke disperses you look
around to see your warband as intact as it was, however, most of the weapons boxes are looted,
and your warband has little more to show for their e�orts than a cough from the smoke. You
swear Higglespork set this whole thing up. A member of your warband is a great tracker and
could find the creatures who took your weapons.  

Choose one of the paths below:

Get revenge on Higglespork (B2.1) Track down the thieves (B2.2)
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B2.1
Quest B2.1 - Higglesporked
You arrive where you previously met Higglespork. Your warband is ready for battle and violent
death. Prayers to the Dark Gods muttered and weapons at the ready. As you round the corner of
the alleyway, you see Higglespork is not alone. “Where are my supplies-things scum-dregs?
Thought you’d cut ole Higglespork out of the deal-pact? Many friends-clans Higglespork
knows.  Many-many owe him favors, yes-yes. Now they will murder-kill you filth-things!”
With that he slides into the back of the alley and the enemy warband advances.

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Send a Message

You complete this Hidden Agenda if you take-down two of the enemy models by the end of
the game. 

Quest B2.1 Outcome
You walk over the corpses of the fallen friends of Higglespork. He is cornered and alone now.
He lashes out with a claw and stammers some sort of threat or barter for his life. It falls on
your deaf ears as you hear the guiding bellows of the Dark Gods. You pull his ears o� first and
follow shortly with his tongue. You follow up in a display of gore that you know pleased the
Dark Gods.  You raise his skull high into the air and toss the bodies of the fallen betrayers onto
a pyre and ignite it to send them the tithe owed for an eventful night of wine and bloodshed. To
think every night could be this glorious! FOR THE DARK GODS!!!

Claim the Stinky Skaven Skull Legendary Artifact!
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B2.2
Quest B2.2 - A Foul Plot Foiled
Your warband has tracked the assailants to an old building. You see that they have rallied and
are awaiting you in the ruins. No tricks this time. You stride forward ahead of your warband
and gesture a challenge to the enemy leader. You feel the eyes of the Dark Gods upon you. This
is a moment of Destiny. This is a moment of Violence and Death. You bellow your war cry as
you charge into the waiting enemy. FOR THE DARK GODS!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - From all Angles

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if 1 or more friendly fighters are
vertically 3” above the battlefield floor and there are not more enemy fighters vertically 3”
above the battlefield floor. 

Quest B2.2 Outcome
Wiping the blood from your blade, you reclaim the weapons from the cache. The axe sits on top
of the makeshift throne in the building. You wade through the carnage of the battle and
approach it. As you raise it to the sky you hear it start to whisper. It tells you of your glorious
beginnings, from your first kill, all the way to your trip to Excelsis. It relates your story to you,
accenting every kill, every prayer, and dark wish. You feel its raw power ripple through you.
You know your destiny. Things that have yet come to be. A future of you atop a throne over the
smoldering remnants of this ruined city. All manner of mortals sprawled before you, idolizing
you. You see the plans of that vile Higglespork unravel in seconds. You see him on a torture
device singing you a tale of pain at your crowning ceremony. You regain your composure and
turn to your warband, now freshly armed and armored in finery from the cache. Raising
weapons to the sky you call your war cry again. FOR THE DARK GODS!!!

Claim the Whispering Axe Legendary Artifact!


